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OVERVIEW OF ARTICLES
CONCERNING CHRISTIAN DISCIPLINE

• Article 71 — Character of Christian Discipline

• Articles 72-73 — Discipline for Private Sins

• Articles 74-78 — Discipline for Public Sins

• Articles 79-80 — Discipline of Office-bearers

• Article 81 — Supervision Among Office-bearers



ARTICLE 79 OF CHURCH ORDER
When ministers of the divine Word, elders, or deacons
have committed any public, gross sin which is a
disgrace to the church or worthy of punishment by
the authorities, the elders and deacons shall
immediately, by preceding sentence of the consistory
thereof and of the nearest Church, be suspended or
expelled from their office, but the ministers shall only
be suspended. Whether these shall be entirely
deposed from office shall be subject to the judgment
of the classis, with the advice of the delegates of the
synod mentioned in Article 11.

SUMMARY: How officebearers are disciplined (how they 
are removed from office when they commit sin).



ARTICLE 80 OF CHURCH ORDER
Furthermore, among the gross sins which are worthy
of being punished with suspension or deposition from
office, these are the principal ones: false doctrine or
heresy, public schism, public blasphemy, simony,
faithless desertion of office or intrusion upon that of
another, perjury, adultery, fornication, theft, acts of
violence, habitual drunkenness, brawling, filthy lucre; in
short, all sins and gross offenses as render the
perpetrators infamous before the world, and which in
any private member of the church would be
considered worthy of excommunication.

SUMMARY: List of the main/chief sins which make an 
officebearer worthy of suspension and deposition.



DISCIPLINE OF OFFICEBEARERS
• These articles set forth the procedure to follow in 

order to remove an officebearer from his office.
• This amounts to discipline of an officebearer.
• This work must therefore be done by a consistory.

• NB: Discipline of officebearers is a serious matter.
• Represent Christ and have been given authority by Him.
• Thus the rule of I TIMOTHY 5:19 must be followed.

“Suspension and deposition of officebearers is a part of
ecclesiastical censure of sin and an exercise of the keys of the
kingdom of heaven. This task, as well as the preaching of the Word
and the administration of the sacraments, belongs to the local
consistories and not to broader ecclesiastical assemblies. For
classes or synods to engage in discipline is the worst kind of
hierarchy.” [ReadyTo Give An Answer, page 15]



SINS OF OFFICEBEARERS: IN GENERAL
• Art. 79: “any public, gross sin which is a disgrace to the 

church or worthy of punishment by the authorities”

• Art. 80: “all sins and gross offenses as render the 
perpetrators infamous before the world”

• Explanation:
• These sins are gross, not from God’s viewpoint (because 

all sin is), but from the viewpoint of the church.
• As public sins, they bring disgrace upon the church and to 

the Name of Christ.  See II Samuel 12:14.
• NB: If the sin is private and repented of, suspension and 

deposition are not necessary – unless the sin makes the 
officebearer unworthy of holding office anymore.



SINS OF OFFICEBEARERS: SPECIFICS
1. False Doctrine or Heresy: Cf. 

Formula of Subscription

2. Public Schism: Dividing up a 
congregation or churches

3. Public Blasphemy: Scorning 
or Mocking holy things

4. Simony: Using money to gain 
an office or to sell an office

5. Faithless Desertion of Office: 
Forsaking office or refusing 
to perform duties of office

6. Intrusion upon the Office of 
Another: doing OB work to 
which one is not called

7. Perjury: Lying under oath

8. Adultery: Violating the laws 
of marriage

9. Fornication: Any sexual 
uncleanness

10. Theft: sins against the 8th

commandment

11. Acts of Violence: Sinful use  
of physical force

12. Habitual Drunkenness: 
Addiction, drunkenness

13. Brawling: i.e., Quarrelling, 
fighting, etc.

14. Filthy Lucre: Dishonest gain 
and pursuit of this

• [I Tim. 3:3, Titus 1:7, Titus 2:2]



WHY IS SUSPENSION AND DEPOSITION 
APPLIED TO OFFICEBEARERS?

Three Reasons (cf. Prof. H. Hanko)

1.

2.

3.

Because officebearers hold special offices in which they 
exercise the authority of Christ, and a gross sin makes 

them unworthy to labor on behalf of Christ in the church.

Because of the sacredness of the office which they hold 
and the importance of the special offices in the church.

Because sin makes it impossible for officebearers to 
represent Christ, to serve as an example to the flock, and 

to warn the flock of the ways of sin.



HOW IS SUSPENSION AND DEPOSITION 
APPLIED TO OFFICEBEARERS?

1. Suspension of Elders and Deacons
• Temporarily barred from functioning in his office.
• Done with a view to repentance and restoration.

2. Deposition of Elders and Deacons
• Done if the man is unworthy to hold office anymore.
• (1) Refuses to repent, or (2) The sin makes him unworthy.

3. Suspension of Ministers
• Ministers cannot be immediately deposed from office.
• All consistories in the denomination must be informed.

4. Deposition of Ministers
• He can no longer function as a minister in the churches.
• Needs to be approved by classis, and synodical delegates.



GAINING THE APPROVAL OF A 
NEIGHBORING CONSISTORY

• Because suspension and deposition are so serious, 
no consistory may act alone – to avoid the possibility 
of mistakes.

• The Procedure:
1. The original consistory makes a decision to suspend, 

pending the approval of the nearest consistory.
2. The two consistories meet together and thoroughly 

discuss the case.
3. The consistory that was called in meets separately and 

makes its own decision regarding the matter.
4. If the two consistories disagree, the matter goes to 

Classis.  If they agree, the suspension is announced.



MAY A DEPOSED OFFICEBEARER
HOLD OFFICE AGAIN?

Notes on the Church Order by Prof. H. Hanko

“There is no hard and fast answer to this question. The nature
of the sin and the circumstances must determine the answer.
In some cases it is clearly advisable that a deposed officebearer
be not again ordained into office. An illustration of this is an
officebearer who has revealed a definite weakness which
makes it impossible for him to serve at any time in the future.
If he should become eligible for office after his deposition, this
should only be after a period of time has elapsed. It is not,
generally speaking, advisable to ordain an officebearer into
office after a short period of time has elapsed since his
deposition.”



MAY A DEPOSED OFFICEBEARER
HOLD OFFICE AGAIN?

The Church Order Commentary by Van Dellen & Monsma

“Deposed Elders and Deacons may be nominated and elected if
sufficient time has elapsed, if the brother in question has
acknowledged his wrong and has given sufficient evidence of his
repentance, and if the sin committed was not of such a nature
that it will constantly hinder him in his work and undermine his
influence. Of these matters the Consistory must judge. … No
Consistory should nominate deposed officebearers quickly and
lightly.”

“It is necessary that the Churches act with great prudence,
especially when sins have been committed which indicate a
weakness of will-power, steadfastness of character, and complete
consecration, such as adultery and drunkenness.”
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ARTICLE 81 OF CHURCH ORDER
The ministers of the Word, elders, and deacons
shall before the celebration of the Lord’s Supper
exercise Christian censure among themselves,
and in a friendly spirit admonish one another
with regard to the discharge of their office.

SUMMARY:
• Mutual discipline among the office-bearers.
• Referred to as “Censura Morum” (censure of conduct).



WHAT IS CENSURA MORUM?
• Mutual supervision of office-bearers over each other.

• Is based on the equality that exists between all three 
special offices in the church.

• Consists of supervision “with regard to the discharge of 
their office.”
• It is not done in order to consider the “doctrine & life” of the 

OBs. Any problems re these must be addressed right away.

• It concerns whether the OBs are faithfully carrying out the 
duties of their respective offices.

It is an opportunity for the officebearers mutually to exercise 
supervision over each other and to admonish each other with 

respect to this one aspect of their calling in the church. [Hanko]



HOW IS CENSURA MORUM DONE?
• Possible Methods:

1. Each office-bearer is sent out while his work is discussed, 
and he is informed of anything when he returns.

2. All stay, and all OBs are asked together if they have any 
concerns to raise.  Anyone can speak if he so desires.

3. All stay, and each OB is asked in turn if he has anything 
to bring up regarding the work of the other OBs.

• Notes:
• It should be done at least four times each year.
• It should also be used to give positive encouragement.
• Some consistories make it a practice to shake each 

others’ hands afterwards.


